
Tiziano Ferro, Mai nata (eng)
Stop, stop, stop then you swear but it never stops your hunger is awake, damn, it never falls asleep Dreams, dreams, dreams but you know how much they cost Nights awake trying to survive the fact that It?s not reality and you already know how it?s going to end Your will-power will go to the fuck they say ?be strong?, ok but it?s easy to say what do they kown of you? In that fridge... tears are cooling down In the dresser... shut your fears in and then Under your bed... hide all your dust Then you don?t sleep... you shut and reflect. [Chorus:] And your life combined with sorrow feeds on you And on the wrong path you?ve chosen You keep on thinking, trying to soothe your pain How I?d like never to have been born Sail, sail, sail Reason weighs anchor Nobody expects this from a brainy one like you You talk, talk, talk Relentless as a volcano A more than rapid train, efficient and only a little shy But have they ever told you that you have to love yourself You can slow down and then take a little more car of you What steadiness is it you show if you can solve troubles but with your own problems you never try to cope In that fridge... tears are cooling down In the dresser... shut your fears in and then Under your bed... hide all your dust Then you don?t sleep... you shut and reflect. [Chorus] And I never stops And it never changes Heart inside your stomach Head with no heroes [Chorus] Will you stop? Relax! You must respond You?re the one who decides your way Come on, try to think how better it?d be if you Loved your life a little more instead.
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